Zoe Ingold

• The pre-investment online market research found that most people
would rank their preferences as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Record of life on Earth
History of human civilization
Popular culture
Copy of Wikipedia

• Essentially a better organized version of Wiki so disregarded.
Thought it would be more important to include a record of our
scientific knowledge up until that point as such a key part and would
help discoverers place the development of our civilization.

• Wikipedia is highly unorganized. Many things are placed in the
wrong categories eg. a separate Nature category when all of
its content should be classed under Biology.
• So I have set up a different system using some of the more
logical ideas Wikipedia does have.

• We do not know what language they will speak- it’s highly unlikely to be in
existence today or even similar to any of our most used languages so how
will they understand the archive?
• Needs to have a universal language across the archive with translate options
into all the other languages. More logical, easier for potential discoverers.
• Needs to launch straight into a teaching programme in this language as
nothing else will be understandable. As we have no reference language this
will have to be via flashcards and video clips to start with. Like a child
learns. Sound before reading and writing.
• Cannot have political connotations as it will put people and possibly
countries off participating in the archive. Fortunately we have Esperanto.

•

Esperanto was published in 1887 with the aim of fostering peace and
international understanding. Contrary to popular belief it was never
intended to make other languages become redundant but instead be a
second language for international communication.
• It is mainly based on European languages
• it is recognized by UNESCO and is estimated to have up to 2 million people
familiar with it. It is easy to learn as grammar is simple and it is based upon
the Latin script. Studies have shown that it makes acquiring other languages
easier therefore it would be ideal to have as an introductory language for
the archive.
• Esperanto already has a history in space- a message was recorded and
included in Voyager 1’s Golden disc.

• Much of the content of the culture and history sections will require decisions on
what needs to be included and this could be decided through voting.
• The languages will require accurate translations and audio files with a teaching
programme for Esperanto needing to be created. Could be used to encourage
schools to provide Esperanto lessons at all stages, maybe in lunch times or
afterschool club with sample lessons or if no teachers speak Esperanto it could
be used to encourage interest in other, less often taught, languages like Hindi.
• The science and life sections will need developing and checking- could be
outsourced to unis and schools as projects. Each school getting maybe 5-10
species to research and create pages on (after being sent a template similar to
the structure of a Wiki page), with genome information, translation and
checking being done by specialists as volunteers in spare time.
• Images, recordings and audio will all need to be provided and sorted through
for every section.
• Make the completed archive available on the internet :D

• One interactive Earth for the whole archive (plus a separate science
section and language section) as Life, Culture and History can all be
classified by area.
• Wikipedia already has a section organizing History by country- could
be used as a template
• People participate in their own language then feed it into an
automatic translator to Esperanto which also has a translate back
option so errors can be picked up. Final version can then be submitted
via the web. So far tests show that this works extremely wellincluding French to Esperanto
• Over 3 billion people use the Latin script so Esperanto is a viable
option
• Some Esperanto speakers in countries with non-latin script. These
could be contacted via lernu and asked to help set up a system

• www.openculture.com/freeonlinecourses
• Also has a section on free language lessons- could be adapted
for the languages section
• en.lernu.net
• The major Esperanto learning/teaching website
• www.komputeko.net/index_en.php
• Computer technical terms in Esperanto
• www.wikipedia.org

• Any questions?

